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Outlook: As you can see in the below comments, there is conflicting feelings on whether or not an output freeze deal can be 
reached. A Saudi oil minister had shed doubt last week, causing the energy market to tumble. The latest comments by Kuwait’s 
OPEC governor could possibly help stop the losses. The one thing that remains almost certain is the market will continue to be 
volatile.  

Crude Oil 

 Estimated: A build of 3.2 million barrels and refinery runs 0.3% higher.  
 Actual: A loss of 4.9 million barrels and refinery runs 1.0% higher.  
 Energy markets were broadly weaker to start the week with both WTI and Brent crude falling to one-month lows as 

optimism for measurable changes to global crude output resulting from the April 17 producers meeting has faded quickly. 
 Contributing to the weakness across the energy complex was confirmation from Saudi officials that they will not commit to 

a production freeze without agreement from Iran. In response to the plea, Iranian officials confirmed that oil and gas 
exports increased by 250k bbl/day in March and plans to ramp up remain in place. 

 All signs suggest that a meeting of OPEC and non-OPEC oil producing countries in Doha on April 17 will produce an initial 
agreement to freeze output, Kuwait's OPEC governor Nawal Al-Fuzaia said on Tuesday. Fuzaia, giving a speech at the oil 
ministry, also said she expected the oil market to achieve a balance between supply and demand in the second half of this 
year. Fuzaia did not elaborate on what signs pointed to an agreement in Doha, but said producers might agree to freeze 
their output at February levels, or at an average of January and February levels. The original proposal by Saudi Arabia, 
Qatar, Russia and Venezuela was for a freeze at January levels.  

 There are reports that Saudi Arabia is lowering its official selling price of oil to Asia to maintain market share. 
 Active oil rigs in Canada fell from 51 to 42 for the week ended March 28, the Canadian Association of Oilwell Drilling 

Contractors showed. Idle rigs rose to 629 from 620. 
 Raymond James estimates oil and gas capex will be cut 22% in 2016. 
 German factory orders were weaker amid a poorer than expected Euro zone services PMI.  
 Vitol, world’s largest independent oil trader earned $1.6 billion last year, the most since 2011 as storage plays and volatility. 
 Word is Russia believes prices near $45 to $50 are acceptable, allowing the global oil market to rebalance.  
 FOMC meeting minutes will be released at 1:00 pm CT, which could impact the dollar, equities and energy. 

Diesel 

 Estimated: A loss of 0.3 million barrels. 
 Actual: A build of 1.8 million barrels. 
 Amid warm weather, diesel demand in January fell 9.9% y/y, EIA data showed. 
 Mexico may extend its 2017 hedging program to include fuel exposure.  
 Last week, airlines moved to hedge jet fuel price risk for 2017, 2018 and even 2019, according to three trading sources who 

discussed the matter with a Reuters reporter. Some 15 million barrels of Brent and WTI financial call options were traded in 
the OTC market, nearly a third more than the prior week, which some point to validate increased consumer hedging 
activity. 
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Gasoline 

 Estimated: A loss of 1.0 million barrels.  
 Actual: A build of 1.4 million barrels.  
 U.S. gasoline demand, one of the strongest pillars supporting oil consumption, fell in January 0.6% or 48,000 bpd y/y, EIA 

data showed. Although a small setback, it’s the first y/y setback in gasoline demand in 14 months.  
 A late January blizzard in the Northeast was pointed to as a contributing factor for the setback. 
 Last year, this same reference week we saw an 800,000 barrel build in U.S. gasoline stocks. 

Propane 

 Estimated: A build of 1.0 million barrels. 
 Actual: A loss of 0.6 million barrels totaling 62.8.  
 On a five year average for this week of reference, U.S. propane inventories rise 709,000 barrels.  

LPG Exports Drop to 14 Week Low: The pace of propane and butane exports fell to the lowest level since December at 584k bbl/day 
driven by a 25% drop in Gulf Coast activity. Market participants will closely watch which direction exports go from here, as very few 
operational issues were reported leading most to believe the drop off was caused by export cancellations and the general influence 
of a closed arb from the US to both the Far East and Europe. 



 


